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Mexico Strategy Flash
MxQs #2: MXN – is it cheap or not?
Second installment of BTGP’s “Questions for Mexico” series of reports
Mimicking the format of our yearly previews, we will select the questions we address
largely on the basis of the frequency of queries on particular topics received from
investors and corporates. This report follows on from our October 2020 note, MxQs
#1: Biden vs. Trump – who’s better for Mexico? However, different from our yearly
notes, in which we address some half-dozen question in a single go, we will now
handle this individually, aiming for smaller, more digestible reports.
Why questions and not answers?
First, our predictions are usually wrong, whereas the questions we select are more
likely to be on the mark. Second, some questions do not have a single answer; there
may be many “right” answers. Third, the type of questions being asked probably also
says more about investors’ main concerns and focal points than do the answers
themselves, which is in itself useful information. And, fourth, perhaps the framework
for addressing any given question may be more useful than the answer itself.


















Why does MXN’s being cheap or not matter?
The question of whether the MXN is cheap or not is one that we have received often
through the years, from various different classes of potential stakeholders in the
question, and for many different reasons. For some it matters when thinking of
potential total returns on MXN investments (portfolio and private equity investors) and
whether or not it might be advisable to hedge (private equity and corporates). For









others, it may have to do with following particular investment themes (e.g.,
nearshoring) or to gauge the risks of any potential macro imbalances that might be
building (macro or fixed income investors). And, finally, the direction MXN can matter
for certain stock-specific investment theses and for overall portfolio construction.
Whatever the reason, how MXN performs matters to returns and various different
types of decision-making processes and is, thus, a pertinent question almost always.
MXN cheap? We think so…
There might be no more difficult question to answer than if a highly liquid currency
that often responds to events that have little to do with its host country is fairly valued.
This

is

especially

so

when

the

people

answering

it

are

mere

equity

analysts/strategists and not economists or currency forecasters (though we did recruit
our Mexico Macro team for help on the more technical section of this report). We
have broached the question through a technical REER exercise, through a host of
more experiential measures (think of The Economist’s Big Mac Index), and through a
discussion of other macro factors that weigh on a currency’s path (i.e., imbalances).
The general conclusion is that there do not seem to be any indicators that suggest
that MXN is overvalued on a fundamental basis, which given an absence of macro
imbalances would indicate that if global tailwinds prevail it should remain stable.












MxQs #2: MXN – is it cheap or not?
This is a question that we receive often from many different types of Mexico
watchers. For equity and credit investors having a sense of how the MXN is valued is
important both to gauge their expected USD returns and to inform their decisions
about stock selection and portfolio construction. For private equity investors this
matters for their total return analysis and for decisions on hedging; this is also
relevant for corporates, particularly when they are managing the liability side of the
balance sheet. For strategic investors, especially those involved in manufacturing, a
view on the competitiveness of MXN matters a great deal, which is also relevant for
equity (public and private) and credit investors at both the macro (investment theme)
and micro levels. Finally, for macro funds it’s about choosing whether or not to be
invested in Mexico and, if so, where on the curve and via what instrument. In sum,
whether MXN is cheap or not is a question that matters a great deal to anyone
involved in any investment decision in Mexico.
Yet properly assessing whether a currency is fundamentally over or undervalued
remains one of the most elusive exercises in finance and economic research. We will
not pretend that we will do it either, particularly for a currency as liquid as MXN.
However, we think it might be possible to at least have a directional view, which we
will attempt to arrive at through various different lenses, including simplistic first order
analysis, real exchange rate calculations, some experiential measures, and finally a
discussion of Mexico’s economic metrics as any macro imbalances can be as
important a driver of currency performance as its fundamental value.
What this report is not...
We stress here and make an a priori apology that this is not meant as a technical or
purely fundamental analysis. We are simply not equipped to do that and would be
wise to leave that to economists. This is a view of MXN from the vantage point of
equity analysts, who, like most of their ilk, use and appreciate data but are impelled to
weave it into the quilt of a narrative and a story. As a result, while we have asked our
Mexico economic team to put together a section analyzing MXN through the prism of
Real Exchange Rate exercises, we have also framed this discussion in the context of
past performance, how the MXN has behaved and interacted with Mexico’s recent
story, and what it’s outlook is in the context of the Mexico story going forward.
In the end, when investors of all sorts quiz us on our view on MXN the question is
ultimately less about whether it is cheap and what level we think is fair than it is about
what direction we think it will take. So, perhaps the question we are really answering,
is do we think the MXN is more likely to strengthen or weaken from here?

First level analysis: the MXN market; trade trends; recent performance
With this disclosure behind us yet before delving into the more technical contribution
from our macro team, it might be worthwhile answering three questions that are
themselves part of the larger question we are addressing in this report. First, how
deep is Mexico’s FX market and what does this mean for trading MXN? Second,
what, at first glance, are Mexico’s external accounts saying? And third, what can one
glean from MXN’s historical performance, particularly its more recent strengthening?










For the following section, like for the analysis of a REER-based valuation of MXN, we
have recruited the help of our Mexico Economics team, led by Alejo Costa and Sofía
Ordóñez. We thought that before we began reviewing the recent history of MXN and
exploring fundamental and anecdotal levels of valuation, it would be useful to
understand the context in which it trades as this, in part, can lead to a better
understanding of many of its drivers.
How deep is the MXN market? (by Alejo Costa and Sofía Ordóñez)
The Mexican peso remains one of the most traded EM currencies, with an average
daily traded volume of US$114bn as of 2019, considering global turnover of all FX
operations. Based on the latest Triennial Central Bank Survey of foreign exchange
and OTC derivatives markets carried out by BIS in April 2019, the MXN was the 15th
most traded currency in the world, and the third most traded EM currency, behind
China’s Renminbi and the South Korean Won. Considering trading on a local scale
(with at least one local counterparty) and including swaps, FX forwards and spot
transactions, the daily traded volume is about US$20 billion, meaning that most
transactions involving the MXN take place outside of Mexico (see chart 2 below),
likely explained by the fact that the Mexican peso trades 24 hours a day. Regarding
domestic transactions, about 66% of the daily trades take place with offshore
counterparties. Given that the BIS survey is released every three years, availability of
accurate global traded volume is limited, although Banxico publishes daily data on
traded volumes in Mexico (both with domestic and offshore counterparties).


























































































































  






















Local trading volumes have improved in the last several months, though they remain
below the last three years’ average and especially low compared to levels right before
the pandemic (see chart 4 below). Looking at the average for the last 3 years, total
daily traded volume in the local scale ranged

etween US$16 billion and US$24

billion (considering average daily volumes during the month), while spot market
transactions ranged between US$6.5 billion and US$12.5 billion. Significant flows are
also transacted in the FX swaps market. 




















































         


























Spot market: For local spot market transactions, volumes have recovered above the
three-year average and are near pre-pandemic levels, mainly due to increased traded
volume by domestic counterparties. Daily traded volume in the spot market averaged
US$9.4 billion in the March, above the US$8.9 billion average for the last three years,
with domestic counterparties representing about 46% of traded volume in the MXN
spot market in March, higher than the 40% average since January 2018 to the
present. In the last three years, the daily volume for spot market transactions ranged
between US$6.5 billion and US$12.5 billion.









         








Forwards / FX Swaps: Significant flows are also traded in the FX swaps and forward
markets, particularly in swaps. There is a wide range of exchange-traded and OTC
for the Mexican peso. Mexico is also the only Latin American country that operates a
deliverable forward market open to non-residents. Looking at the last three years, the
volume daily for forwards in Mexico ranged from US$900 million to US$1.7 billion,
while the daily volume for swaps ranged from US$8 billion to US$12 billion, with short
tenor swaps having the highest liquidity
Bid-ask spread: Bid-ask spreads have recovered some stability, with significantly
lower volatility than during 2020. The rise in trading volumes for the peso in Mexico in
the past several months has driven a decline in bid-ask spreads, which has recovered
some stability amid a more stable peso, although the spread remains above prepandemic levels (see Chart 7 below). Bid-ask spreads are at around 1 cent (or 100
pips), slightly higher than the 0.86 cent average for the past few years (86 pips), but







lower compared to the 3.2 cents peak reached last year (320 pips). Prior to March of
last year, the bid-ask spread ranged from between 0.45 to 1.0 cents.










         







FX framework: Banxico was granted formal independence in 1994 and has
conducted monetary policy under an inflation targeting scheme since 2001. The
Foreign Exchange Commission, integrated by officials from the Ministry of Finance
and Banxico, is responsible for foreign exchange policy, and has maintained a freefloating FX regime since 1994, though it has implemented measures from time to time
(executed by Banxico) to preserve market stability when it considers necessary.
Foreign exchange interventions are not used to set the exchange rate, but rather are
aimed at other objectives, such as managing international reserves or reducing FX
volatility in unusual market circumstances. Different tools and mechanisms have been
used over time, though most of the interventions have been made through preannounced auctions.
In March 2020, at the start of the pandemic, Banxico announced a temporary swap
line with the Federal Reserve for up to US$60 billion. The liquidity arrangement
between Banxico and the Fed was designed to provide liquidity on US dollars. In the
original statement, Banxico said the swap would last for at least six months. On
March 30th, Banxico said it would activate the swap mechanism to support liquidity in
the market, and the swap line would be used to carry out credit auctions in dollars
with Mexican credit institutions. The first actions took place on April 1st,and April 6th,
2020 for a total amount of $6.6 billion. The FEC renewed the maturities from the
auctions and offered additional liquidity in dollars through auctions held on June 24th
and 29th, 2020, when US$3.5 billion and US$1.4 billion were assigned. The FEC
renewed once again maturities on those transactions on September 15th and 21st,
when US$850 million and US$965 million were allocated and again in December
2020, for US$475 million and US$655 million Banxico said in December it renewed
the swap line with the Fed until September 2021.
What do Mexico’s external accounts tell us?







The Trump administration heralded the unexpected return of a modern version of
Mercantilism, an economic theory that had by the second half of the 19

th

Century

been replaced as orthodoxy by the classical economic liberalism espoused by the
likes of Adam Smith, David Ricardo, John Stuart Mill, etc. Mercantilism has it that
successful economies are those that are able to accumulate trade surpluses (which in
its heyday were reflected in growing heaps of gold in the coffers), while those who
were chronically in deficit are doomed to failure. Having thought that Mercantilism as
a theory had gone the way of the dodo, economists found themselves in 2016
scrambling to explain to policymakers, pundits, the public, and markets why trade is
good, why deficits are not necessarily a sign of policy failure, and why dismantling
global trading institutions and infrastructure was probably not the best path forward.
In the end, they were just about able to stymie the more pernicious impulses of
Trump’s New Mercantilism (e.g., USMCA, for all the fear that the disavowal of NAFTA
produced, is probably an improvement over its predecessor), but not after some real
damage was done (i.e., the WTO or TPP). Only time will tell whether the protectionist
genie was really put back in the bottle or not.
It is therefore ironic that we opt to start with the trade balance as a means of
assessing the valuation of the currency of one of the most globalized and open
economies in the world (Mexico trades freely with over two-thirds of global GDP and
with FTAs with almost 50 countries it is, along with Chile, the country with most FTAs
globally). This is particularly so when one considers that the heart and soul of its
economic model was put at grave risk by this New Mercantilism. And we have chosen
to focus on the trade balance excluding oil because we believe that other aspects of
the Balance of Payments (Tourism/Remittances) may be distorted in both 2020 and
2021 because of COVID. However, we believe both should be additive to the flow of
USDs to Mexico over the coming years. Thus, to the degree that the purpose of the
exercise is to assess the competitiveness of MXN, the trade balance excluding oil
may be about the most basic first lens through which to start the exercise.
When a currency is as liquid as MXN and its home country trades as freely with the
world as Mexico does, its trade balance trends should tell us something about
competitiveness (if not about the success of its economic policy). Moreover, when its
main trading partner is the US (still some 80% of total trade), which itself is the
biggest importer of goods in the world, Mexico’s relative performance should, most
other things being equal, indicate at least directionally if MXN is under or overvalued.
After all, just as it would be difficult to argue that the currency of country that reports
chronic trade deficits is cheap, so too is it difficult to say that one that delivers
consistent surpluses is expensive. And this is especially true for a country for whom
trade is as important as it is for Mexico (with total trade of over 75% of GDP, Mexico
is in the same league as Germany and South Korea) and in which manufacturing
dominates the figures (over 80% of Mexico’s trade is in intermediate and final
manufactured goods), particularly when the currency is truly free-floating, as
discussed above.


















 




























As can be seen in Chart 9 below, Mexico posted a trade surplus in 2019 and 2020,
reducing its cumulative deficit during the past decade to US$18.1 billion or roughly
3.2% of 2020 GDP. But during this timeframe Mexico went from being a net oil
exporter to becoming a net importer (once one includes gasoline and natural gas) as
Pemex’s oil production contracted from a peak of 3.8m bpd in 2004 to 1.7m in 2020.
Excluding oil from the trade balance, which is actually more a product of nature’s
bounty and of policy than it is a function of currency competitiveness, Mexico’s trade
balance (which would be driven primarily by manufacturing and agriculture, the
demand for which would respond to currency fluctuation) has been in surplus for four
years in succession, reaching US$48.5 billion in 2020, or 4.4% GDP (its highest on
record). For the past decade, Mexico’s cumulative non-oil surplus is US$46 billion,
3.9% of 2020 GDP.









 




   


  









         





































 



 

 







         



















Again, currencies move for a myriad factors that might have little do with
competitiveness or fair value. And what happens to the trade balance in any given
year may not say much. But long-term trends in trade for an economy as open, reliant
on trade, and focused on manufacturing as Mexico’s and whose currency is as freetrading and liquid as the MXN are, in fact, a good starting point to assess fair value. It
would seem reasonable to say that, at least through this lens, Mexico’s terms of trade
are favorable and have been improving.
What does MXN’s historical and more recent performance tell us?
Mexico went through a series of shocks from 2014 to 2020 that we believe were fully
and effectively absorbed by MXN and that contributed to a total re-set to its level of
valuation. The magnitude, frequency, and speed of succession of these shocks
proved, in our view, the bona fides both of MXN as a liquid and free-floating currency
and of its being the most effective mechanism for the economy to adjust in the least
disruptive manner possible. By the time the worst fears of COVID had come and
gone, we believe that any excesses priced into MXN had completely disappeared.
What were these shocks?
•

The oil price shock of 2014-2015: From June 2014 through January 2016,
oil prices fell by 75%, with Brent touching US$27/bbl at its lowest. When the
shock began, Mexico was still a net oil exporter that had just recently passed
decades-long awaited constitutional reforms intended to open up the oil
industry to private and foreign investors in an effort to stem the decline in
production that a creaking Pemex had been unable to correct. Not only did
the hopes of an investment boom in oil fizzle when prices fell, but they
rapidly compounded Pemex’s balance sheet woes, leading to the first
concerns that the government would have to prop up its finances at some
point (something it ended up doing in 2019 and throughout 2020).













































•

Pemex’s production decline (2004-2020): Plunging oil prices compounded
the effect of Pemex’s declining oil production, which in the decade from their
3.8m bpd peak in 2004 had fallen by over a third to 2.4m bpd. By 2020, it
had fallen by half to 1.7m bpd.
















              


•

Becoming a net energy importer (2015-2018): The combination of both
these trends, added to the fact that Mexico’s refining capacity was curtailed
owing both to poor maintenance and to a mismatch between the heavy oil
increasingly produced by Mexico and the type of oil that its refineries can
process, turned Mexico into a net importer of energy in 2015. By 2018
Mexico’s oil deficit peaked at US$23 billion, 2% of GDP; this declined to
US$14 billion (1% of GDP) by 2020. For an economy that has historically
been a net exporter of energy, the fact that it was able to manage this







transition with relative to ease is a testament to the benefits of a flexible
currency regime. At other moments in time or for countries that are less
flexible on the currency front an energy transition such as this one could
have been dramatically more traumatic. After all, it took Mexico a decade to
recover from the effects of the oil crash of 1982.
•

The election of Donald Trump and the renegotiation of NAFTA (20152017): By late 2015 markets and pundits began to worry about the
possibility that Donald Trump would become the Republican Party’s 2016
presidential candidate. Breaking with decades of Republican tradition, Mr.
Trump won the nomination by campaigning on a nativist, nationalistic, and
protectionist platform that seemed particularly hostile to Mexico. As Mr.
Trump would have it, Mexico was largely responsible for many of the US’s
woes (drugs, immigration, and unfair trade) and became the focal point for
much of his most spiteful vitriol; his wall became the concrete symbol of this.
Markets brushed off the wall and concerns around immigration, but anxiety
quickly rose when Mr. Trump proposed doing away with NAFTA altogether
unless Mexico agreed to negotiate a completely new and presumably less
even agreement. This was an existential threat to Mexico’s trade-based
economic model and was promptly reflected in MXN, which broke
P$20/USD for the first time ever in the week of Mr. Trump’s election. In the
end, Mexico successfully navigated these waters and was able to rally US
CEOs and state governors whose companies and states rely on Mexico for
support in crafting USMCA, an agreement that ultimately was a muchneeded update for NAFTA. But while the uncertainty lingered it loomed large
and took a heavy toll on MXN.

•

The rise and election of AMLO (2Q and 3Q 2018): Yet just as the NAFTA
jitters began to recede in early 2018, another source of uncertainty
materialized in the form of what seemed an unstoppable march to the
presidency by AMLO. This was his third successive presidential run and the
combination of a newly created party (Morena) that was fully under his
thumb and that had managed to coalesce all left of center parties under its
tent, along with a somewhat more moderate message and, perhaps most
important, almost universal voter dissatisfaction with the status quo,
traditional parties, and the outgoing president, delivered him an electoral win
in June 2018 the likes of which had not been seen for decades. That he
would win was never really in question, but the magnitude was: he was the
first presidential candidate to receive an outright majority of the vote since
1988 and defeated his closest rival by over 30 points. More importantly,
Morena and its allies managed to secure 68% of the Lower House (the first
two-thirds majority since 1985 and the first simple majority since 1994) and
60% of the Senate. In other words, he ran the table and was able to
concentrate power in his hands like no other president since perhaps Carlos
Salinas in 1988.

•

The cancellation of the NAIM (October 2018): While AMLO’s pre-electoral
moderation delivered him a post-election honeymoon with investors and the










business community, this came to a screeching halt when, still as Presidentelect, he cancelled the New Mexico City Airport (NAIM) in October 2018
following the results of a Potemkin referendum. Though this was consistent
with his messaging about NAIM since it was first proposed in President
Fox’s term (2000-2006), the logic and arithmetic around the decision to
continue with its development were so overwhelming that the private sector
and markets saw it as a litmus test of AMLO’s moderation that he was sure
to pass. In the event, he did what he said he would, cancelled the airport in
spite of the costs this implied, and unleashed a market sell-off and a loss of
private sector confidence that he has yet to recover.
•

And then COVID happened…: The combination of public sector austerity
and a private sector investment strike (owing to the loss of confidence in the
AMLO administration that the cancellation of NAIM triggered) led to Mexico’s
dipping into recession (admittedly mild) in 2019, even before the COVID
pandemic broke out. Although in the end of the economic impact of COVID
was less severe than initially feared (GDP contracted by 8.5% vs. 11% that
at the low point was expected by consensus), at a certain point in time it was
thought to be sharp enough to raise significantly the risk that Mexico would
lose investment grade.

















 






 



































 

























As a result, when all was said and done, MXN went from P$13/USD at the beginning
of 2014 to P$25.4 at its lowest (March 2020) and only partially recovering to
P$19.9/USD at writing. In other words, in the span of seven years, MXN has lost a
third of its value (halving at the peak of COVID anxiety) during a period of time in
which inflation averaged less than 4%.
One conclusion when looking at the MXN’s chart is that if there was any premium
priced into it at any point in time, over the past seven years it’s been knocked out of it.
The second, and perhaps related conclusion, is that whenever there is a moment of
relative calm (e.g., early 2017, when NAFTA renegotiations began, and April 2018,
when campaigning for Mexico’s presidential elections kicked off; or January 2019
through February 2020, when the COVID pandemic began), MXN has tended to
strengthen.
And this has been particularly evident over the past several months. Since
September 2020 global markets began discounting the policy implications of a Biden
victory in the US presidential elections. The increased likelihood of greater stimulus
implied by a Biden win, compounded by the ability to look into a “normalized” world
provided by the combination of the good news on COVID vaccines and ample
monetary stimulus, has led to a reflation trade that has taken bond yields higher,
weakened the USD, promoted a rotation from growth to cyclical/value stocks, and
from developed markets to GEMs. Mexico has been a primary beneficiary of this,
propelling it to the best performance among LatAm equity markets in 2020 and to a
9% USD gain so far in 2021 (which within a LatAm context means underperforming
Chile, but outperforming all the rest of its peers, including Brazil by 15%). In fact,
since mid-September, Mexican equities are up 50% in USD.




















































We argued in our October Mexico Strategy report, MxQs #1: Biden vs. Trump – who’s
better for Mexico? that a Biden presidency would be better for Mexico for a number of
reasons, including the reflation trade and rotation away from growth to cyclicals.
Mexico is a primary beneficiary of i) additional US stimulus (something we have
called “positive economic second-hand smoking”); ii) rotation into cyclical/value and
away from growth; and iii) the peering into the future that the “normalization” trade
allows for. To this we would add a number of ancillary benefits on domestic politics as
we believe that a more “normal” administration in Washington is likely to represent a
broader and more persistent check on President AMLO.










































































































































Further, as can be seen in Charts 15 through 17, not only has MXN appreciated vs.
USD, but it has also outperformed all of its LatAm peers, most of its non-LatAm EM
peers, and many DM currencies. And, while long yields have moved up alongside
those of the US and most of the rest of the world, they have not done so abruptly or
disproportionately. At the 10-year point of the curve, Mexico sovereign nominal fixed
yield is roughly at the same level it was prior to the outbreak of COVID and still some
250bps tighter than it was at the end of 2018 (when market were still aghast at
AMLO’s cancellation of NAIM).













 




  



  



We acknowledge that recent performance is no indication of future results and that
MXN has proven to be exceedingly sensitive to both external and internal shocks
(which, as we argued in the previous section, is largely a function of being an EM
currency benchmark). Yet its performance over the years and in particular during the
periods bookending the global COVID sell-off (January 2019 to February 2020 and
September 2020 to the present) suggest that in the absence of stressors it gradually
tends to drift towards appreciation both against the USD and other currency peers.







Admittedly at a very superficial level, MXN’s performance over the past two years
would indicate that any premium that it once had was removed in the sell-off that
began in 2014 and that, when left alone, it appreciates both in absolute and relative
terms.
What does all this tell us then?
The three preceding first level analyses should lay the context and framework for the
fundamental and experiential assessments of the valuation of MXN discussed in the
sections that follow. We draw three main conclusions from our introductory
discussion:
1)

The MXN market is deep, broad, and liquid, which is mostly a positive
but carries some costs. With total daily traded volume in excess of
th

US$100 billion, MXN ranks as the 15 most liquid currency globally and the
third in EM, behind only China’s Renminbi and the South Korean Won.
Unlike most of its EM peers, however, MXN trades globally, with roughly half
its volume traded in the North American hub (Mexico and the US) and the
rest elsewhere (mostly in Europe, though also in Asia). This depth and
breadth makes it cheap both to trade and to hedge, which is mostly a good
thing. However, because it is that much more liquid than its EM peers, it is
often used by investors as the vehicle to hedge overall EM exposure and
therefore tends to exaggerate episodes of global volatility relative to their
real fundamental impact on Mexico. In fact, as Alejo and Sofía explain in the
section that follows, some 60% of variation in MXN can be explained by
global factors, which is why we have often referred to it as a “barometer of
global risk aversion”.
2)

Since the 1994 Tequila crisis, MXN is Mexico’s macro safety valve and
was the main adjustment factor of two fundamental challenges to
terms of trade over the past decade: 1) the transition to being a net
energy importer and 2) the ongoing risks to free trade. Since 2014,
Mexico, and thus MXN, faced unrelated though sequential frontal assaults,
first on the pillar of its previous economic regime (oil) and then on that of its
current one (free trade). The first leg of MXN’s weakening (from P$1218/USD), which happened from 2014 to 2016, reflected the fact that, owing
to a drop in the price of oil and what was then a decade’s long decline in
Pemex production (which has now been extended to 16 years), Mexico
became a net importer of energy in 2015, something that would have been
unthinkable just a few years earlier. Its external energy balance went from a
1.5% of GDP surplus in 2011 to a deficit of 2% of GDP by 2018; this is
clearly not a trivial adjustment for which MXN proved itself to be the safety
valve. Just as this adjustment appeared to be complete, MXN was assailed
by a threat that was perhaps even graver in the form of a President Trump
who seemed intent on dismantling most of the world’s global trading
architecture, including NAFTA, the anchor of Mexico’s economic model for
the previous quarter-century. Though in the end it would seem that
catastrophic risk was averted, there was a period of time when this outcome
was not guaranteed and serious concerns emerged that whatever replaced







NAFTA could be egregiously disadvantageous to Mexico. In the end,
USMCA seems to be a worthy and timely successor (NAFTA was, after all, a
quarter of a century old by the time USMCA came into effect), but things
could have turned out very differently and for an economy as open to trade
as Mexico’s (total trade is 78% of GDP) it might have been traumatic.
3)

Following this adjustment, MXN seems to “drift stronger” whenever
volatility subsides. MXN broke P$20/USD around the time of President
Trump’s inauguration in January 2017, but once the worst of the NAFTA
anxiety had been replaced by an expectation that USMCA would be
agreeable to Mexico, it began to drift towards P$18/USD. There were, of
course, episodes of volatility during this time, the most relevant of which was
the stress to markets of AMLO’s cancellation of NAIM and the immediate
flurry of speculation that the gloves were off and that the more moderate
tone of his campaign had been little more than a ruse to win over the private
sector prior to the election. In the end, markets and investors (though less so
the private sector) calmed and, despite maintaining serious reservations
about a number of AMLO’s policies (particularly as they pertain to the
Energy sector), have warmed to his genuine commitment to fiscal discipline.
This calm came ended abruptly with the outbreak of COVID in early 2020,
which threw global markets into a tailspin that drove MXN above P$25/USD
by March. However, following overwhelming global fiscal and monetary
response, MXN began to drift stronger by June and received a significant
boost from the “reflation trade” that began in September 2020 when markets
began pricing in both the good news on the development of COVID vaccines
and the potential stimulus implied by a Biden presidency. Since September
2020, MXN has been one of the best performing currencies in the world.

Enter the Technicians -- a fundamental analysis of MXN
Recognizing that certain things are better left to the experts, we turned to our Mexico
Economics team (led by Alejo Costa and Sofía Ordóñez) for a more technical
response to the question of whether MXN is cheap or not. In the following section,
Alejo and Sofía use a Real Effective Exchange Rate framework, adjusted for a
number of factors to produce two estimates of fair value, including one that attempts
to adjust for the impact of policy uncertainty prevalent in the AMLO administration.
Their conclusion is that on a fundamental basis MXN looks undervalued, but that
once one incorporates the AMLO factor its recent rally has put it in “fair’ territory.
MXN: Cheap for Mexico, fair for AMLO (by Alejo Costa and Sofía Ordóñez)
We look at the exchange rate level relative to the last three decades, to measure the
strength of the currency in historical terms. Mexico’s currency is particularly liquid
among emerging markets and is often used as a hedge to EM selloffs as a result.
This characteristic generates a high correlation between the MXN and EM currencies,
to the point where almost 60% of the variation in the MXN is explained by global
factors: when EM currencies weaken or strengthen, the MXN tends to move more
than one-to-one. The recent trend, however, has been more related to local drivers







and US policies, and in this section we look at the currencies current value relative to
the past.
Under our estimations, we find that i) the MXN seems cheap from a historical
standard, on average being close to USDMXN18 at current prices; ii) relative to
AMLO’s presidency, a level around USDMXN20 seems fair. We start from a simple
calculation. We first look the real exchange rate, and using it show the level of the
exchange rate of the past at today’s prices. At current prices, the average exchange
rate since 1990 is USDMXN18.3, suggesting the current level, around 20, is a good
entry point. Under López Obrador’s administration, however, the exchange rate has
been on average higher, USDMXN19.8 at current prices, hence suggesting the
current level is fair.
A pure calculation using the REER ignores changes in local and global drivers. To
take them into account, we consider the four variables that affect the level of the
exchange rate from a fundamental point of view: i) terms of trade; ii) global risk
aversion; iii) the relative monetary stance; iv) the level of net foreign assets. To
measure the impact of each variable, we use IMF’s latest estimation for the REER
level model under the Exchange Balance Assessment Model (EBA). Terms of trade
are relevant, as more favorable terms of trade allow a stronger currency. So we
adjust historical terms of trade to adjust them to current terms of trade. In the same
way, higher risk aversion generates a weaker currency, so we use the VIX to proxy
the global level of risk aversion, and adjust previous levels to today’s VIX level. We
also adjust for the relative monetary stance, as well as the level of net foreign assets.
Table 2 summarizes the main results:






























From a historical perspective, at USDMXN19.9 the currency looks cheap, though it
looks fair under AMLO’s presidency. In fact, the currency has been relatively stable at
valuations around 20 at current prices since 2016. After adjusting for the four macro
variables we use, the valuation flattens out, with volatility around global events and
news around US-Mexico relations, particularly during Trump’s administration. The
historical average is lower, with the Tequila crisis as the main anomaly of the series,
a moment when the currency reached a level equivalent to 30 at current values.
Since inflation targeting solidified, the currency has moved mostly in a range of 17-22
at current prices, and the current level is on the upper side of that range.























  
















    






















Experiential analysis: MXN from the perspective of the user
One can model and forecast and do regressions until the cows come home, but
sometimes the best investment conclusions can be reached through observation and
anecdote. When it comes to currencies, however, every experiential or anecdotal
conclusion can be objected to. For instance, to The Economist’s Big Mac Index
consumer analysts would say that Mexicans don’t like burgers as much as Argentines
and, thus, to compete with tacos they must be priced more attractively than
elsewhere. Real estate prices might be impacted, for instance, by permitting
restrictions or commercial bank lending conditions, which can vary dramatically from
city to city, let alone across countries. Different tax rates or import tariffs could also
influence relative final prices too.
While all these shortcomings are true of any individual anecdotal relative pricing
exercise, we would argue that the idiosyncrasies of any one comparison should be
evened out by those of another. Thus, we believe that a mosaic of such comparisons
can, in fact, be indicative of the relative purchasing power of a given currency. To that
end, we have put together four such comparisons, including the Big Mac Index, but
adding global price comparison for Heineken beer, Starbucks, and Domino’s Pizza.
All these have the advantage of being relatively basic goods that are produced locally
(although, admittedly, some ingredients may be imported) and that have a global
band produced under similar conditions and with similar requirements.














  

 

 






 



         












 
 



  
















 
































 

















































































































The first and most important conclusion is that, in varying degrees, all of these
anecdotal measures of relative value suggest that MXN is cheap relative to most
currencies globally, be them EM or DM. Secondly, the Big Mac Index has been
compiled by The Economist since 1986 and the product itself is virtually unchanged,
which gives the index the advantage of not only providing a sense of how a given
currency is valued relative to others, but also how its relative valuation has changed
over the years. In the case of MXN, the Big Mac Index shows very clearly that over
the past twenty years MXN has consistently cheapened: it was 5% undervalued
relative to USD in 2002 and was 60% undervalued in 2020.
Mexico vs. China: the other test of competitiveness…
As with the objections that could be raised when assessing the relative valuation of
currencies on the basis of the pricing of consumer goods, the same could be said
when doing it by comparing relative labor costs. Labor costs are affected by a number
of factors that may have little to do with the competitiveness of the currency itself: i)
taxation, ii) benefits, iii) demographic profiles, and iv) levels of education, among
others.
However, total trade to GDP is now 78% for Mexico, which makes it one of the
world’s most heavily trade-dependent economies. Total exports to GDP is 40%, of
which 80% is manufacturing. As a result, the competitiveness of its labor force is at
once a read into the relative valuation of its currency and also a major driver of it. And
increasingly the comparison for Mexico that matters most is against China,
particularly as we are living through a period of time in which it is trying to position
itself as one of the major beneficiaries of the shift in US trade diplomacy that is
leading to a weaning off from China and to potential nearshoring opportunities for
manufacturing facilities.








 







 



































































As can be seen in Chart 26, Mexican manufacturing labor costs in USD are largely
unchanged over the past decade. By contrast, in China they have almost doubled,
overtaking Mexico’s in 2013 and now stand 50% higher. Some of this has to do with
relative performance of the currencies (MXN has depreciated by a third vs. CNY
since 2013), but much of it has to do with rising wages in China reflecting, in part, the
decade’s long decline in the size of China’s labor force. The main driver behind this is
demographics and specifically the impact of the “One Child Policy” implemented by
China in 1978. Though it has been loosened in recent years, absent immigration this
will take, by definition, a generation to change, while Mexico continues to enjoy the
benefits of a young population and its “demographic dividend”.
The AMLO administration’s Labor Reform of 2019 (which was a condition for
implementation of USMCA) and its more recent tinkering with its regulation on
outsourcing, together with its continued push to increase Mexico’s minimum wage,
might put some upward pressure on Mexico’s unit labor costs. However, its cushion
vis-à-vis China is sizeable and it would now seem that, while perhaps Mexico’s labor
competitiveness may have needed a bit of a boost from MXN in 2012-2013, it is no
longer needed at present.

Valuation is not all that matters….
We said at the beginning of this report that we believe that when equity or fixed
income investors ask us whether we think MXN is undervalued what they’re really
asking is “in what direction do you think MXN will move?”. A good starting point is, of
course, to determine if it is cheap or not. But just as important, however, is to have a
good understanding of the status of the other factors that could influence the way in
which a currency moves. After all, BRL is a good reminder that a currency that is
cheap as a means of exchange might still weaken if it is adjusting for other macro
factors or imbalances.
We believe part of the reason that MXN seems to “drift stronger” whenever volatility
diminishes is that, for all its challenges, Mexico has for some time been free of major
imbalances. This is to a large degree the reason MXN and Mexico more broadly has
been a major beneficiary of the reflation trade.
We argued in our October Mexico Strategy report, MxQs #1: Biden vs. Trump – who’s
better for Mexico? that one of the pillars behind the argument in favor of Biden was







that Mexico’s lack of imbalances and overall fiscal health would stand out as global
monetary conditions normalized. We quoted Warren Buffet’s famous maxim, “It’s only
when the tide goes out that you learn who has been swimming naked”, and argued
that when it came to EM rising US yields was tantamount to the tide going out.
We said at the time that one of the derivate effects of the Biden plan could be higher
yields given the possible combination of an improvement in growth expectations, the
assumption of tighter labor markets feeding into inflation, and, at least initially, greater
borrowing by the US government. While even under this scenario one would expect
that global yields would remain low by any historical standards, they would rise from
where they stood at time. This would draw markets’ attention towards countries
whose imbalances or generosity around COVID have been overlooked given the
inordinate amounts of liquidity globally, perhaps putting pressure on their yield curves
and, thus, on asset prices. By contrast, the same dynamics could put those countries
without any such imbalances in a relatively favorable light.
This is broadly how things have played out. It will take years to know the true cost of
AMLO’s resistance to buffer the economic impact of COVID, once we understand
exactly what impact it had on poverty rates, the erosion of the middle class, the speed
with which both returned to previous levels, and the damage done to the corporate
sector, particularly at the SME level. For now, however, markets are rewarding
Mexico for its fiscal prudence, which is reflected in 2020’s primary fiscal surplus and
its debt/GDP of 52%, which will decline as early as 2021 given expectations of a 2.55% budget deficit in 2021 and of 5% GDP growth.
Moreover, if there was any doubt as to the reliability of AMLO’s credentials on fiscal
responsibility these have been put to rest after his actions in 2020. When the
accepted response to COVID became to spend aggressively and he was asked cap
in hand to do so by the very same people who had urged him as a candidate to
commit to preserving the good state of public finances (i.e., the business community,
IMF, and rating agencies, among others), AMLO refused point blank. If he did not
cave then, his bona fides would seem beyond reproach and would suggest that
AMLO is one of the last fiscal hawks standing.
This has done more than anything else to reduce concern in the market that Mexico
will lose its BBB- investment grade rating in the short to medium term. To be fair,
rising oil prices and seemingly stabilizing oil production, have, at least for now, also
helped ease anxiety over Pemex, which remains Mexico’s fiscal Achilles heel.
Admittedly, AMLO has also been helped by the fact that no country benefits more
directly and indirectly from US stimulus; via exports, tourism, and remittances, it
receives many of the benefits to growth from US spending without incurring any of its
costs. This largely explains the sharp rebound in GDP growth expectations for 2021,
which began the year at 2% and now sit at 5%.













































































































After an 8.5% collapse in GDP, there is no arguing that, like much of the world,
Mexico suffered greatly from COVID. The economic and human toll of the pandemic
will leave long-lasting scars and will take years to fully overcome. However, in relative
terms, Mexico has emerged from the pandemic in better position vs. most EM peers
than it had prior to its outbreak. As the charts below show, Mexico has no major
economic or financial imbalances to speak of: its 2.8% 2021E fiscal deficit is the
narrowest of the 15 EMs shown, while its current account surplus of 2.4% is the
highest in LatAm and comparable to the healthier Asian peers. Further, its debt/GDP
of 52% is similarly reasonable, particularly considering that it will begin to decline as
early as 2021. All of this should continue to support MXN, especially considering that
it also seems to be fundamentally undervalued or, at worst, fairly valued.



















































































































































Potential Peso Pitfalls and Perils….
The main conclusion of this report is that through most lenses MXN looks
undervalued to potentially fairly valued if one incorporates an AMLO risk premium.
Experiential readings of consumer goods or labor costs point to the same conclusion.
The recent historical performance suggests that, after a multi-year adjustment
process to a continued deterioration in its energy trade balance, MXN has lost any
premium that it might once have enjoyed and, thus, tends to appreciate whenever
volatility subsides. And, finally, its overall macro picture is robust, both in absolute
terms and, importantly, in relative terms, explaining its outperformance in the context
of the ongoing reflation trade.
But, as ever, nothing is without risks – we highlight the most relevant:
Long-term, Mexico’s main challenge remains tepid growth: Consensus for
Mexico’s GDP growth is now at +5%, which is much better than the 2% that was
expected at the beginning of the year and would be the highest in several years. This,
however, is largely on the coattails of the US and the unprecedented peacetime
stimulus now in place and potentially extended if the Biden Administration’s
infrastructure bill is approved. This is driving a cyclical rebound that could well extend









into 2022. Nevertheless, the same problems that have plagued Mexico’s GDP growth
for years remain in place and have potentially been aggravated by the pandemic.
Among these are high levels of informal activity, the drag to growth represented by
Pemex, low credit penetration, an inefficient legal system, insufficient investment in
education, etc.
AMLO and the business community remain estranged: Market unfriendly policy in
the Energy sector, together with several additional initiatives that have been irritants
(e.g., the recent outsourcing bill), has led significant portions of the business
community to lose its confidence in the AMLO administration. This estrangement
began with the cancellation of NAIM in October 2018 (when AMLO was still
president-elect) and the relationship remains frayed, which has reduced private
sector investment at a time when austerity measures are impacting public investment.
This exacerbates an already mediocre long-term outlook for growth.
The June 2021 mid-term elections: Voters will go to the polls in June 2021 in what
are the largest elections in Mexico’s history: all of its Lower House, along with 15 (out
of a total of 32) state governorships and 30 (out of 32) state assemblies. We believe
that in most scenarios the outcome is neutral to marginally positive, although there is
a risk that if the ruling party’s coalition runs the table as it did in 2018 AMLO will take
that as a mandate to harden his stance on matters of importance to the market and
business. Thus, the political atmosphere could become even more highly-charged as
we approach the election and its outcome could drive the agenda of the back-end of
AMLO’s term. For more on this, please refer to our Mexico Strategy note, GTKM#4 –
The road to the 2021 midterms…
A potential tax reform: Most Mexico watchers would agree that a true tax reform
that would raise the government’s ex-Pemex tax take from 15% of GDP has been
badly needed for decades. In that sense, the Finance Ministry’s warning that following
the mid-term election it will likely introduce a tax reform should not take anyone by
surprise. In general, this reform would look to further curtail tax evasion and to
transfer some of the burden of taxation to the states (via the collection of property or
vehicle registration taxes, for instance). However, it is difficult to imagine a reform that
would have a material-enough impact on tax revenues to allow for an effective
overhaul of Pemex’s tax burden without an increase in personal and corporate tax
rates. The Biden tax plan, which will take corporate rates higher, could create some
room for higher corporate taxes rates without necessary impacting MXN
competitiveness. But higher corporate taxes would likely represent an additional
irritant to a grumpy private sector. For equity markets it would mean lower earnings,
although the negative effect of this might be offset by lower discount rates if the
reform is well-designed and further reduces the risk of a loss of Mexico’s investment
grade rating.
Pemex and the cost of unconditional support: The deterioration in Pemex’s
production and balance sheet over the better part of the past two decades has
converted it from a major source of tax revenue to a burden on the federal
government’s balance sheet. But the AMLO administration is ideologically committed
to defending national giants in the Oil and Power sectors and to use the government’s







balance sheet to prop them up. As such, Pemex has become Mexico’s fiscal Achilles
heel and any deterioration there could pull Mexico’s own sovereign rating lower.
Inflation and its impact on global yields: For now, the world is taking the recent
increase in inflation in its stride, assuming that it is a temporary blip that reflects the
very depressed base (we are now lapping the worst of the COVID economic prints).
But if it turns out to be more pervasive or to accelerate further, markets might quickly
reassess what higher inflation means for interest rates. Rapidly rising US treasury
yields typically spell trouble for EM assets and, as we discussed above, MXN is often
among the first EM currencies to react.
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